Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Atrial fibrillation (AF), characterized by an irregular beating of the atria due to disorganized electrical signals, is a major cause of stroke and affects more than 2.7 million people in the US.[@CR3] Catheter ablation involving isolation of pulmonary veins (PVs) attempts to block the ectopic signals originating from PVs that are believed to be triggering the arrhythmia. Unfortunately, this procedure has a low long-term success rate that is attributed to the formation of additional rotor and focal sources in the atria outside the PV area, especially in patients with more persistent AF.[@CR11]

During AF ablation procedures, the electroanatomic mapping of the left atrium is constructed by maneuvering a multipolar diagnostic catheter along the left atrial endocardial surface. Current non-PV source detection techniques use the single-electrode electrogram characteristics and construct a 3D electro-anatomic AF map of the entire atria and use it to identify non-PV ablation targets.[@CR1],[@CR6],[@CR15],[@CR21],[@CR25],[@CR30] However, the contradictory clinical outcomes from these techniques suggest that there is a need for a new technique that can effectively utilize the information recorded during multipolar diagnostic catheter movements and successfully detect AF ablation targets.[@CR2],[@CR7],[@CR31] Additionally, constructing the 3D electro-anatomic AF map of the entire atria is time-consuming and often requires the acquisition of thousands of local electrograms. One promising approach that is being actively explored is using 64-electrode bi-atrial basket catheters to simultaneously map the entire atria and locate rotor and focal sources in the atria.[@CR22] The clinical and theoretical studies, however, show that the electrode density that can be achieved using the state-of-the-art catheters is not always sufficient to provide accurate localization and can lead to a significant number of false positives.[@CR4] As an alternative to basket catheters, the work in Ref. [@CR27] explored multipolar spiral catheters, which provide higher spatial resolution but still need to map the entire atrial surface.

In this paper, we describe a new algorithm, referred to as the iterative catheter navigation (ICAN) algorithm (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), to locate AF sources. Our algorithm is fundamentally different from the existing approaches in three main aspects: (1) instead of using the single-electrode electrogram characteristics, it uses the variations in the electrogram characteristics recorded using a 20-electrode circular catheter; (2) instead of first mapping the entire atria and then locating the AF sources, it iteratively navigates a catheter towards AF sources and does not involve electrophysiological mapping of the entire atrial surface; and (3) it does not make any assumptions on the AF source type to navigate the catheter and as a result, can be used for locating different types of AF sources (rotor and focal sources). We demonstrate that the information obtained from analysis of the activation times derived from the bipolar electrograms is sufficient for the ICAN algorithm to guide the catheter towards the AF source and detect its location and type. The effectiveness of ICAN was tested in the presence of fibrosis and patchy myocardial scars, which makes AF source detection more challenging as is evident by reduced performance of the phase-mapping algorithm due to the low-resolution constraints of a basket catheter.Figure 1Outline of the proposed iterative catheter guidance (ICAN) and assessments to locate AF sources using a 20-pole, circular diagnostic catheter. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary catheter placement. The electrogram signals are processed and the electrogram patterns are characterized into three source detection criteria to detect whether the current location of the catheter indicates an AF source. If so, the algorithm will stop and report the location and type of the source. Otherwise, the algorithm guides the catheter center to the next location where the process is continued until a source is detected or a maximum iteration of 25 is reached. The located source and detected type is compared against the "ground truth" source trajectory and source type to quantify the ICAN performance into four categories: successful detection (correct source location regardless of the correctness of the identified type), successful detection with correct source type, successful detection with incorrect source type, false detection (incorrect source location), and detection failure (no source was found under 25 catheter placements).

Materials and Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Human Atrial Electrophysiology Model {#Sec3}
------------------------------------

The simulations were carried out on 2D and 3D human fibrotic atrial tissue based on Nygren *et al*.[@CR23] ionic model, and time steps of 0.05 ms and the parameters in Ref. [@CR5]. We introduced fibrotic changes and ion channel heterogeneity to reproduce complex features of electrograms characteristic of clinical recordings obtained in ablation studies. In some simulations, in addition to fibrosis, we introduced patchy myocardial scars corresponding to "low voltage" areas (Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e--[2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}i and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}k), which are common for pathological atrial myocardium[@CR12] as well as fibrillatory activation patterns with non-sustained singularity point rotors[@CR16] (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}l). Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows 12 of the simulations. See Online Supplements---Section 1 for 2D and 3D AF-simulation details.Figure 2A series of rotor and focal sources are generated. A snapshot of the transmembrane voltage map of 12 of the simulations is shown in this figure. (a) Rotor source, CL = 140 ms. (b) Focal source, CL = 150 ms. (c) Rotor source in 3D geometry, CL = 170 ms. (d) Focal source in 3D geometry, CL = 250 ms. (e) Rotor source with a far myocardial patchy scar with an area of 2.25 cm^2^, CL = 250 ms. (f) Rotor anchored to a small 0.76 cm^2^ myocardial patchy scar, CL = 260 ms. (g) Rotor source anchored to a large 2.25 cm^2^ myocardial patchy scar, CL = 245 ms. (h) Focal source with a far myocardial patchy scar, CL = 150 ms. (i) Focal source close to a large 2.25 cm^2^ myocardial patchy scar, CL = 150 ms. (j) Functional figure-of-eight with two closely placed rotor cores, CL = 180 ms. (k) Anatomical figure-of-eight with a narrow isthmus of 1.25 mm between two 2.25 cm^2^-myocardial patchy scars, CL = 150 ms. (l) Stable fibrillatory cluster of rotors, CL = 170 ms). The white tracings indicate the tip of the source trajectory with longer lifespans. The red dashed lines indicate the myocardial scar region. LPVs: Left Pulmonary veins and RPVs: Right Pulmonary veins.

Catheter Simulation {#Sec4}
-------------------

We simulated a 20-electrode Lasso catheter (Biosense Webster), with a 7.5 mm radius and 4.5--1--4.5 mm inter-electrode spacing on both 2D and 3D atrial tissue (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In 2D atrial tissue, the catheter was simulated by placing 20 electrodes in a circular pattern according to Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).Figure 3(A) a, b: Simulated 20-pole circular catheter in 2D and 3D atrial geometry. c: A sample bipolar electrograms from the 2D simulation case. The red tracing indicates a low-voltage bipole. The most negative or positive deflections are detected as the local activations (small blue circles). The gray box shows one wave-propagation cycle. The black arrow in figure a shows the PWD as determined by the direction of earliest activated bipole (Bi-10 in this example) with respect to the Lasso center. (B) a, b: Simulated 64-electrode FirMap (Abbott Electrophysiology) atrial basket catheter with diameter 40 mm (the highest resolution) in 2D and 3D atrial geometry. The gray electrodes in the 3D simulation shows the electrodes on the anterior side. c: The simulated unipolar electrograms in unipoles 1 to 10 from the 2D simulation. The simulations correspond to simulation cases A (for 2D) and C (for 3D) from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.
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In order to compare the performance of the ICAN algorithm with the phase-mapping approach, we simulated a 64-electrode FirMap atrial basket catheter. A total of 120 2D-catheter placements and three 3D-catheter placements was generated by shifting and rotating the basket catheter on the atrial tissue. See Online Supplements---Section 2 for basket catheter simulation shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B.

Simulation and Processing of Electrograms {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------

The unipolar electrograms were calculated with a sampling frequency of 500 Hz for each electrode using Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) in Ref. [@CR10]. Bipolar electrograms were calculated as a voltage difference between adjacent unipolar recordings. An example of simulated electrograms is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

At every catheter placement, 1 s recordings were analyzed. Local activation times of each bipolar electrogram were identified as the maximum peak positive or negative deflection within a refractory period of 50 ms. The bipoles with two negative deflections separated by 10 to 50 ms were identified as *long double potentials.*[@CR17] Cycle length (CL) was determined as the median of the time delays between two consecutive local activations at every bipolar electrogram. Electrogram voltage was defined as the peak-to-peak voltage and bipoles with voltages less than 0.1 mV were defined as *low*-*voltage.*[@CR14] The activation times associated with the same wavefront were identified as one *cycle* (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A) using the calculated activation times and CL. Starting from one of the activation times, the algorithm finds the closest activation times in the adjacent bipoles (within half of the CL and skipping the low-voltage bipoles) until all the activation times of all the bipoles are associated together. This process is repeated for the rest of the recording until all the cycles within 1 s of the recording are identified. The earliest activated bipole within each cycle (bipole 10 in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A) is also determined for further analysis.

ICAN AF Source Detection Using a Circular Catheter {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------

Our ICAN algorithm guides the incremental movements of a circular catheter from an arbitrary initial placement on the atrial tissue until a source of arrhythmia (rotor or focal) is detected by the algorithm (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To do so, we determine principal wave direction (PWD), conduction delay ratio (CDR), anatomic re-entry pattern (ARP), and wave divergence (WDV) at every catheter placement using the identified cycles and their corresponding activation times along with the catheter-guidance trajectory.

The PWD is estimated as the direction to the propagating AF wave source relative to the catheter's current location. A cycle's PWD (black arrow in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A), is determined as a vector starting from the catheter center and pointing to the earliest activated bipole. The PWD of a 1 s electrogram recording is then determined as a vector with an angle equal to the average PWD angles of all the cycles within the recording in reference to the catheter center.

The CDR is calculated as the average ratio of the total conduction delay to CL for all the identified cycles within the 1 s electrogram recording. For every cycle, the total conduction delay is determined by summing the time differences between the local activations of a bipole and its following counter-clockwise bipole. The process starts from the earliest activated bipole while skipping over any low-voltage bipoles and excluding the bipole preceding to the earliest activated bipole. In the case of double potentials, the shorter delay is selected as the conduction delay.

To calculate ARP, first the average location of *N* consecutive catheter placements, before the current placement, with low-voltage or long-double-potential bipole electrograms is calculated. Then, the ARP is calculated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{n}$$\end{document}$ is the number of low-voltage or long-double-potential bipole electrograms that fall between − 180° and + 180° from the intersect of the catheter circle with a line of average location and the catheter center at *n*th catheter placement. In this calculation, 34.4° is the angle between two adjacent bipoles.

The WDV is computed as the standard deviation of the AF propagation at a catheter placement. The 10 bipoles are grouped into triangular electrodes. For every cycle, linear isochrones are determined using the activation times of the three bipole electrograms. The normal vector from the earliest activation bipole location that is perpendicular to the isochrones is determined as the wave direction. The standard deviation (smallest angle \< 180°) of the normal vectors from all the possible triangular electrodes determines the WDV.

### AF Source Detection Criteria {#Sec7}

A source is considered detected if the algorithm detects one of the following three criteria where the first two identify a rotor and the third one identifies a focal source detected:

*CDR-Based Criterion for Rotor* when two close catheter placements (within 1 cm) have a CDR ≥ 0.6, the average location of the two placements is detected as a rotor core. This criterion will be satisfied when the catheter is placed over or near the center of the rotor meandering path and an almost perfect circulatory excitation along the perimeter of the catheter. We avoid the detection of isolated and non-rotor relevant catheter placements with CDR ≥ 0.6 as rotors by enforcing the criterion to be satisfied only when two close catheter placements (within 1 cm) satisfy such a condition.

*ARP*-*Based Criterion for Rotor* when the calculated ARP is ≤ 34.4° (the angle between adjacent bipoles), the average location of the catheter placements that satisfied that ARP criterion is determined as a rotor core. This criterion is satisfied where a rotor core is anchored to anatomical barriers in the form of a patchy myocardial scar or fibrosis, and the catheter is guided to follow a rotor meandering path circling an anatomical barrier.[@CR9],[@CR12]

*WDV*-*Based Criterion for Foci* when a catheter placement has WDV ≥ 68.8° (2 × 34.4°) and the smallest angle between the PWD vectors at this location and a close catheter placement (within 1 cm) is more than 103.2° (4 × 34.4°), the center of the catheter is detected as a focal source. This criterion will be satisfied when the catheter encompasses a focal source with waves propagating from the inner core of the catheter. False detections at isolated locations are avoided by ensuring that two of such catheter placements are recorded: one when the focal source is inside the catheter and one with the source being outside, which is confirmed by an almost opposite WDV (≥ 103.2°) between the two placements.

### Determining the Next Location of the Catheter {#Sec8}

If the rotor is not detected, the algorithm shifts the catheter center by 7.5 mm (catheter radius) in the direction of the PWD, which defines the direction to the propagating AF wave source relative to the catheter's current location. At the new placement, the algorithm checks the AF source detection criteria for the presence of a rotor or focal source. This process is repeated until a source is identified or a maximum number of placements (25 in this study) is reached.

### Constructing Voltage Map {#Sec9}

For visualization purposes, an electrogram voltage map is constructed using natural neighbor interpolation technique[@CR29] as the catheter is navigated on the tissue.

Detecting AF Sources Using Basket Catheter {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------

We implemented a phase-mapping method to detect rotors[@CR18] and velocity-of-divergence mapping[@CR26] to detect focal sources using a 64-electrode FirMap atrial basket catheter. Online Supplements---Section 3 describes the methods in details.

Quantifying AF Source Detection {#Sec11}
-------------------------------

For every guidance, the ICAN algorithm provides the location and type of the detected source. The location of the detected source is considered correct if it is within 4 mm (an ablation catheter tip diameter) from the average trajectory of the source. A test is considered a *successful detection, successful detection with correct source type, successful detection with incorrect source type, false detection,* and *detection failure* as described in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

For AF detection using a basket catheter, the algorithms provide the location and type of all the detected sources for every simulation case. A detected source is considered a *true positive* if its location is correct; otherwise, it is considered as a *false positive*. The ratio of the number of true positives to the total number of detected sources is calculated as the *successful detection rate* every time the algorithms are applied to a simulation case with a specific basket catheter orientation.

Results {#Sec12}
=======

Validation of ICAN in Detecting AF Sources {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------

Our first task was to test algorithm convergence from different initial conditions. A catheter path to the rotor and the recorded electrogram at each catheter placement are displayed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. Starting from an arbitrary placement (L1), the algorithm guided the catheter to the subsequent placement at L2 until it reached L7 placement, where the ICAN algorithm identified the rotor. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b shows two more catheter guidance examples on four different simulations.Figure 4(a) An example of catheter guidance and source localization from an initial catheter location L1 to L8 and one cycle electrograms from every corresponding catheter placement. The CDR values at L6 and L7 (0.73 and 0.78, respectively), were both greater than threshold (*th *= 0.6), thus meeting the CDR-based criterion. The algorithm placed the rotor between the L6 and L7 locations. Here, simulation case A from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} is used. The electrogram voltage map as the catheter is guided is constructed and shown (color map). The voltage map is constructed by interpolating the peak-to-peak voltage of the bipolar electrograms on an interpolation grid of 0.25 mm spacing and interpolation area with a radius of 15 mm (diameter of the catheter). (b) Catheter guidance paths from two different locations are shown for four simulation cases from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The black arrows show the iterative guidance path. The located source is shown by a black asterisk.

To further test the efficacy of our algorithm, we placed the catheter on 114,921 initial catheter locations across the simulated region for different rotor and foci mechanisms. The average rate of successful detection for a rotor and focal 2D and 3D simulation case, as well as functional figure-of-eight re-entry and fibrillatory cluster of rotors are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a. The average rate of successful detection was higher than 92.02% in all six cases. The source type was correctly identified in all cases with a successful detection (blue in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a) except for one case where 1.05% of the successful detection was with incorrect source type (yellow in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a).Figure 5Starting from 114,921 uniformly spaced initial catheter locations across the simulated region, ICAN guided the subsequent placements of a Lasso catheter until it detected the location and type of an AF source or a maximum catheter placement of 25 was reached. (a) Percentage of successful source detection. The successful source detections with correct and incorrect source types are shown in different colors. (b) The average distance of the detected source with the "ground truth" source trajectory. The successful and false detections are shown in two different colors. (c) The average number of catheter placements until a source was detected. None of the trials exceeded 25 catheter placements. The simulation cases A--D, J, and L are as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows the average distance of the located sources from the ground-truth source trajectory. Note that the average distance of the false detected rotors was only 4.91 ± 0.52 mm away from the ground truth (red bars in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b), which indicated that the false detected sources were not too far from the rotor meandering path. No detection failures were reported, and always an AF source was located before 25 catheter placements.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c shows the average number of catheter placements until the source is detected. On average, a total of 7.56 ± 2.28 iteration took for ICAN to guide the catheter towards the source over all the six cases. As expected, the number of catheter placements required to find the source correlated with the distance between the initial placement of the catheter and the source. Our analysis showed that the number of placements before a source was detected linearly increased with a rate of 6.09 mm per iteration as a function of the distance of the initial catheter placement. This suggests that ICAN efficiently navigates the catheter towards the source compared to a direct path to the source with a rate of 7.5 mm (i.e., the catheter radius and guidance steps).

Robustness to CL Change and Poor Catheter Contact {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------------

The robustness of ICAN to change in arrhythmia cycle length is evaluated, and the results are reported in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a. With the increase of CL, we observed a slight increase in the source detection accuracy and source type detection in case of a rotor (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a), figure-of-eight re-entry (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e), and fibrillatory cluster of rotors (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}f) simulations, and no change in case of focal simulation (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). The reason for the increase could be due to the improvements in the cycle detection algorithm ("[Simulation and Processing of Electrograms](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}") when there is a larger gap between cycles as the CL of the arrhythmia increases.Figure 6(a) The percentages of successful source detection using ICAN for two different CL values of approximately 150 and 240 ms are shown by the bars with two different colors. The simulation cases A, B, J, and L are as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. (b) The change in the percentage of successful source detection of ICAN with a missing electrode rate of 0 to 20% for a rotor source (simulation case A in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and a focal source (simulation case B in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

We evaluated the efficacy of ICAN for source detection with respect to poor catheter contact with the endocardium. In order to simulate the effect of missing electrodes due to poor contact, at every catheter placement, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n \in \{ 1,2\}$$\end{document}$ electrodes were randomly selected and removed from the electrogram processing. The ICAN algorithm guided the catheter and detected the location and type of the AF source without the electrograms of the missing electrodes, and the results are shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b. The percentage of missing electrodes was calculated as the ratio of the missing electrodes to the total electrodes (rounded to the nearest five) for every catheter guidance path. As expected, poor contact reduced the performance; however, it is notable that ICAN was able to detect a source with an average success rate of greater than 85% even with 15% missing electrodes.

Performance of ICAN with Patchy Myocardial Scars {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------

Our testing was carried out in the presence of patchy myocardial scars corresponding to "low-voltage" areas, which makes source detection more challenging. As shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a case E, a far myocardial scar has a negligible effect on the rotor detection (96.20% vs. 97.90 with no patch scar), and no source was detected around the scar. The ICAN detection rate was increased when the rotor anchored to a low voltage zone (cases F and G). In these particular cases, the wave circulated a large unexcitable patch producing a large anatomical barrier. In cases like this, ICAN establishes a guidance path around the unexcitable patch and assigns the center of the path as the rotor location using the ARP-based criterion (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}d as an example). Using both rotor detection criteria, ICAN was able to detect rotor sources with a 99% detection rate regardless of the scar size. An interesting observation was that the percentage of the rotor sources that were detected as a foci increased with the size of low-voltage area (as shown by yellow color in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a, case G). All the localized sources (both successful and false) for simulation case G is shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b where the yellow area indicates the catheter guidance paths that resulted in incorrect detected source types. The electrograms of a cycle at one of the locations (P~1~) that was identified as a focal source is shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c. As shown, there is a rapid propagation along the Lasso bipoles that appears as a focal source with simultaneous activation. This effect, however, decreased as the CL was increased from 150 to 240 ms (the yellow area of case G with two different CL values Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a) and also in case of anatomical figure-of-eight re-entry with a narrow isthmus between two patchy myocardial scars (case K).Figure 7(a) The percentage of successful source detection with the ICAN algorithm for different simulation cases and the presence of patchy myocardial scar. (b) The localized sources with a catheter starting from a total of 114,921 uniformly spaced initial positions are shown for two simulation cases. Different colors represent located sources with correct and incorrect source types. (c) The bipole electrograms of two located sources with an incorrect source type are shown. The catheter placement P~1~ is a rotor that is identified as a focal source and vice versa for the catheter placement P~2~. Simulation cases are as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The gray box in (c) is as described in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A.

In the case of the focal source (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a, case H and I), there is a slight decrease in the ICAN detection rate. The reason is the slow conduction at some locations around the low-voltage area appears as a rotor (see electrogram sample in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, P~2~). Hence, depending on the starting location of the ICAN algorithm, some of those locations were detected as a rotor source (yellow areas in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, case I). Since some of those detected sources were far from the focal source, there was a slight decrease in the success rate of ICAN for detecting the focal source in the presence of a low-voltage scar area.

Detecting AF Sources Using Basket Catheter {#Sec16}
------------------------------------------

The phase-mapping and velocity-of-divergence mapping techniques were applied to the unipolar electrograms that were collected using a basket catheter. For every simulation case, a set of catheter placements were used (120 in 2D and three in 3D simulation cases). The average number of detected sources and true and false positives is shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a. In most cases, the algorithms detected more than one source resulting in an average successful detection of less than 50% in all cases expect the 3D rotor and focal source and fibrillatory cluster of rotors (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, cases C, D, and L). This is while ICAN provided consistent performance for all cases with a significant difference, *p* value \< 10^−18^. In addition, the located false rotors were far (21.32 mm ± 8.51 mm) from the rotor meandering path (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b), while the ICAN method was accurate, with the average error exceeding 5 mm in very few cases (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). The average distances of the false detected rotors for the phase-mapping method were higher than 20 mm for all the simulation cases expect for a focal source. We did not find any case in which no source was detected at all.Figure 8(a) The average number of detected sources using the 64-electrode basket catheter and the algorithms described in "[Detecting AF Sources Using Basket Catheter](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}" for different catheter placements (see "[Catheter Simulation](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}"). The average number of true and false positives are shown in different colors. The percentage of the true positives to the detected sources is calculated as the successful source detection rate and its average over all the catheter placements is shown in a separate bar with the right-hand side scale. (b) The average distance of the detected sources to the ground truth source for the true positive and false positive detected sources are shown in bars with different colors. Simulation cases are as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

A novel iterative catheter navigation algorithm was presented that locates a rotor or focal source using a conventional 20-electrode catheter without the need for full mapping of the entire atria in advance or any assumption of the source type. ICAN guides a catheter from an arbitrary initial placement on the atrial endocardial surface towards the location of an AF source and identifies the focal or rotor type. ICAN was tested on realistic simulated data with several test cases of a rotor and foci-driven arrhythmias (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which covered a broad range of activation patterns in 2D as well as 3D AF simulations. In all cases, we modeled globally distributed fibrosis.

Efficiency of ICAN in Detecting AF Sources {#Sec18}
------------------------------------------

Our analysis showed that our algorithm is capable of identifying not only stable and unstable rotors but also focal sources as well as figure-of-eight re-entry. The high performance of the algorithm was evident by high source detection success rate (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). Also, the false detected sources with ICAN were not too far from the source and formed a dense cloud of points in the vicinity of the source (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). It should be noted, however, that robustness and high resolution mean an iterative process must occur. On average, it takes 7-12 catheter placements to localize the source, and more or fewer placements may be needed depending on the initial distance of the catheter from the source (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). There was no significant difference between the method's performance in 2D and 3D simulations with realistic geometry. This observation was expected as these cases do not offer fundamentally different scenarios that could confound our algorithm. As long as we can accurately derive the local activation times, the algorithm will guide the catheter to a source on the atrial surface no matter how complex the surface geometry and the pattern of wave propagation. Furthermore, ICAN's ability to detect both rotor and focal sources indicates that it is also able to detect 3D scroll waves.[@CR24] 3D scroll waves can be divided into two distinct groups with filaments intersecting the myocardial surface and the ones that do not intersect with the surface. In the case of the former, the scroll wave filament manifests itself as a rotor, and in case of the latter, it will appear as a breakthrough or a focal activation pattern. Focal sources can be produced by other types of intramural re-entry as well,[@CR8],[@CR13] which suggests that the ICAN source detection algorithm can be adopted in different sustaining mechanisms of AF.

Another observation is that ICAN is very robust to CL change and poor catheter contact (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which makes it suitable for use in clinical settings. The performance of ICAN on simulations with a CL value of approximately 150 and 240 ms demonstrated the algorithm's robustness to changes of CL in the range of well below and above the baseline CL (178 ± 55 ms) of clinical atrial fibrillation.[@CR20] The electrodes with poor contact usually are removed from the analysis as they are contaminated by noise and far-field effect and do not represent the local activations.[@CR9] Our analysis indicated a drop in the algorithm's performance as more electrodes were missing. However, the algorithm performed relatively well even with 15% of missing electrodes, which translates to at least 11 missing electrodes over a guidance path with seven catheter placements. Unlike spherical basket catheters that cannot establish a contact with a significantly non-spherical atrium, 20-electrode diagnostic catheters are less likely to exhibit poor contact. Along with recent technologies on contact force sensing catheters,[@CR19] they display good local contact with the atrial tissue.

The localization accuracy of ICAN to detect rotors did not make significant changes with fibrosis-related electrogram changes, such as fractionation and reduced amplitude, made the task of electrogram analysis and source detection in the presence of patchy myocardial scar more challenging. The presence of a far scar from the rotor source or rotor anchoring to a scar area did not affect the performance (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a). However, the type of source was incorrectly identified as a focal source in 26.65% of the detected sources in case of a rotor anchoring to a larger area of the myocardial scar. This percentage was reduced to 7.44% after the arrhythmia CL was increased to 240 ms. This suggests that the incorrect identification of the source type is because of the rapid propagation of waves along the Lasso bipoles. These patterns appear as a focal source with simultaneous activation as confirmed by the recorded electrograms at these sites (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, P~1~). For focal sources, the performance was slightly affected by the presence of slow conductions that were formed around the low-voltage area and the resulting electrograms that appeared as a rotational activity along the catheter (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, P~2~). The detection of such slow conductions as a rotor source can be avoided by first applying ICAN to detect the rotor and focal sources separately. Then, the ablation targets can be identified by investigating the location and type of the detected sources as well as the constructed voltage map. Note that the importance of identifying the correct source type depends on the utilized ablation strategy. In ablation strategies where ablation is performed on the core of the detected source,[@CR22] ICAN can successfully provide the accurate location of the source as the ablation targets.

Comparison of ICAN with Algorithms Based on Basket Catheter {#Sec19}
-----------------------------------------------------------

ICAN is less likely to produce false detections and provides significantly higher accuracy. The phase and divergence maps obtained from the fibrotic tissues using the basket catheter could be very sensitive to catheter orientation and could significantly affect the quality of predictions (Fig. [8](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). These observations were in agreement with the previous reports[@CR26] that the low-resolution basket catheters similar to FirMap were prone to false detections. This is a consequence of anisotropic propagation in fibrotic tissues and inherent non-uniformity of electrode density in basket catheters. By their design, individual electrodes in a basket catheter are evenly distributed along eight equally spaced meridional arches. As a result, near the poles, the distance between electrodes in adjacent arches is significantly shorter than the distance between adjacent electrodes within the same arch. Indeed, the rate of false detections is higher, and the accuracy of localization is lower when the meridian of the basket catheter with lower electrode density coincides with the direction of slow propagation. In a Lasso catheter, the individual electrodes are uniformly distributed along the circle. Thus, the catheter orientation plays no role in the performance of ICAN.

Limitations and Future Work {#Sec20}
---------------------------

The ICAN algorithm we developed has the potential to locate patient-specific ablation targets within the atria using a conventional diagnostic catheter with no need of specialized catheters (such as basket catheters) or a laborious process to construct a 3D electro-anatomic map. Our in silico studies indicated a significant potential of ICAN in detecting AF sources with stable sources and atrial tachycardias. Although in silico studies cannot completely substitute for *in vivo* experiments, in silico learning can certainly increase the efficiency of ablation procedures. Performance of ICAN in the presence of AF patterns with very complex and non-stationary activation patterns warrants further investigation.

Conclusions {#Sec21}
-----------

We have presented the first algorithm to localize AF sources by iteratively navigating a 20-electrode circular catheter that is routinely used during the AF ablation procedures. The success of the algorithm was verified for accurate detection of source location and type using simulated human atrial model data with 12 electrical remodeling cases to represent complex propagation patterns of AF. This algorithm could enable current clinical electrophysiology laboratory system to detect non-PV AF sources without the need for time-consuming mapping of the entire atria in advance or any assumption on the sustaining mechanism of AF. Such a system may significantly improve the success of patient-specific AF ablation and facilitate treating patients before progression of AF to the permanent stage.
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